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Last Saturday Amanda, Mike and Alan 
went to the new modern art museum 
in the city centre. They were amazed 
by the works which were displayed 
there. It was the first time Amanda 
and Alan had been to a modern art 
gallery. Mike had seen many modern 
art galleries before. However, he 
hadn’t seen such an interesting one 
before. They stayed there for about 
three hours. While they were visiting 
the galleries, a famous artist came for a talk on his latest works. Alan and Mike went to the 
third floor to see him. While they listened to him, Amanda attended a workshop in the 
basement. By the time Amanda’s workshop ended, Mike and Alan had already got out of the 
talk with the artist. After they visited all the galleries in the museum, they went into their 
town to have a lunch together. 
 
During their visit in the museum, they saw very interesting two photos of a street. In fact, 
the second picture was the edited version of the same street. In a minute they realized they 
were looking at the street where they actually live. It showed what would happen to it after 
an event like a fire or a war happened there. Until they saw those pictures, they had never 
thought of a disastrous event in a city. They were really scared to see their street on fire 
and left the photos in silence. 

Decide if the statements are true or false according to the text. 

1. They all have been to modern art museum before._____ 
 

2. They were in the museum before the talk of famous artist. ______ 
 

3. Mike and Amanda did two different activities at the same time in the museum.___ 
 

4. Amanda’s workshop finished before Mike and Alan left the talk with the artist. ___ 
 

5. They had known there were some pictures of their street before they saw them in 
the museum. ______ 


